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Every idea has its time. Joan Williams’s idea is that we need to reframe debates about work and family by paying attention to how our gender system of domesticity harms everyone: women, men, privileged Americans, and working-class people. Williams defines domesticity as the gender system that organizes market work and family work around traditional gender roles through a set of entrenched narratives and institutional arrangements.¹ Her basic argument is that to achieve more family-friendly public policy in the United States, feminists and advocates need to pay attention to the impact of domesticity on men and working-class people as well as privileged women. In Williams’s view, we also need to be more sophisticated about politics.

Like her formidable body of work on the subject, Williams’s new book, Reshaping the Work-Family Debate: Why Men and Class Matter,² has a lot to say about the harms of domesticity for women. Yet her latest contribution to the subject signals a reorientation of priorities. The cover makes her point clearly: we see an image of a sweatshirt-clad, unshaven white man looking into the eyes of a young white boy, presumably a father and son. Is this a working-class man saying goodbye to his son before leaving for a blue-collar job? Or is it a laid-off Wall Street investment banker newly discovering the joys of fatherhood? The point is this: it does not matter, for the financial crisis of 2008 increasingly leveled the playing field between the two. Joan Williams’s timely book seeks to harness this potential alignment of working-class and elite interests to further advance her lifelong project of disrupting separate-spheres ideology and creating more family-friendly workplaces in America.
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In this Essay, I offer an assessment of Williams’s apparent reorientation in strategy: her decision to focus on masculinity and class in framing the problem of work and family conflict. Part I describes the book, reviewing its main theoretical and strategic innovations. Part II teases out the intellectual underpinnings of Williams’s book, including Marxist-socialist inspired feminism and philosophical pragmatism. Part II also explores the reasons why this is the perfect moment for Williams’s ideas and arguments, both in legal feminism and in national policy debates about work and family issues. Part III suggests that attention to the structural, macroeconomic issues contributing to work and family conflict might take Williams’s analysis even further.

I. THE ROAD TO RESHAPING THE WORK–FAMILY DEBATE

Now, more than ever, is Joan Williams’s moment. Historically, gender was the primary lens through which legal feminism analyzed the problem of women’s workplace inequality. Feminists disagreed about strategy, but gender was the focus. Beginning roughly in the 1990s, this relatively unified theoretical perspective began to break down as feminists paid increased attention to other types of diversity. Antiessentialism emerged as a robust working rubric as divisions within legal feminism developed over race and other axes of identity. More recently, the national debate over same-sex marriage, the emergence of queer theory as an independent intellectual movement in law, and the global economic crisis have made even more encompassing perspectives possible. Today, masculinity, sexuality, and class are as important as gender and race in legal feminist analysis.


6. See, e.g., FEMINIST AND QUEER LEGAL THEORIES: INTIMATE ENCOUNTERS, UNCOMFORTABLE CONVERSATIONS passim (Martha Albertson Fineman, Jack E. Jackson & Adam P.
Through all of these shifts, Joan Williams has remained a tireless advocate for restructuring societal institutions to address the tension between market and family work. Structural critiques of gender and economic inequality like Williams’s have not been particularly influential in law or politics in the United States for at least thirty years. American constitutionalism addresses economic inequality only weakly and indirectly. Neoliberalism and evolutionary biology, ascendant in law while Williams was developing her ideas, naturalize economic and gender inequality. And yet Williams spearheaded a legal strategy to deploy her vision on the ground, theorizing, securing grant funding for, and implementing a litigation and public education campaign to end employment discrimination against family caregivers. Through the Center on WorkLife Law at Hastings Law School, which Williams founded, she has developed legal theories enabling plaintiffs to recover for dis-
crimination on the basis of their caregiver status,\(^{16}\) created model human-resources policies for employers,\(^{17}\) developed a program to help law firms recruit and retain attorneys by offering meaningful reduced-hour schedules,\(^{18}\) and convened a group of social scientists and lawyers to produce studies documenting workplace bias against adults with family responsibilities.\(^{19}\) Indeed, she “has been instrumental in founding a new field in social psychology focused on bias experienced by mothers as opposed to women in general.”\(^{20}\)

In sum, Williams’s extraordinary contributions to the work-family field and feminism more generally have been twofold. First, as Kathryn Abrams has previously observed,\(^{21}\) Williams demonstrates that the problem of work-family conflict in America is more than simply a policy failure. The problem is not merely that we need more public supports for family care work such as subsidized child care and parental leave or expanded worker rights to flextime and comparable worth for part-time jobs. We do need all of those things. However, Williams has a larger point: for any meaningful progress to occur, we must disrupt the gender system of domesticity, which organizes market work around the ideal worker who works full time and marginalizes family caregivers. As such,

---


\(^{19}\) See 2006 SLOAN ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 13, at 42.


Williams’s work constitutes a visionary challenge to both gender ideology and free-market thinking.

Second, Williams’s work represents a methodological innovation in her simultaneous vision of radical transformations and incremental changes. Through her academic writings, the Center for WorkLife Law, popular books,\textsuperscript{22} and blogs,\textsuperscript{23} she has made her theories available in a language which is that of both an activist and an academic. Indeed, Williams has literally created a new vocabulary for understanding the complex problem of work and family conflict. For example, Williams coined the term “ideal worker norm,” which has appeared in newspapers and journal articles all over the world.\textsuperscript{24} In short, she seeks nothing less than to transform the very way we talk about work and family conflict in America.

\textit{Reshaping the Work-Family Debate,}\textsuperscript{25} the book that is the subject of this Colloquy, further develops these innovations. The book lays out a three-part strategy for reshaping the work-family debate in America. First, Williams argues we must challenge the unspoken framework that shapes how we discuss work-family conflict. Toward that end, she interrogates the popular “opt-out” narrative,\textsuperscript{26} which suggests that women’s private choices explain their underrepresentation in the jobs of greatest status, rewards, and responsibility in our economy.\textsuperscript{27} She also demon-
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strates the harsh realities of working-class families for whom opting out of work is not an option. In this regard, she joins others, including myself, who have demonstrated how the opt-out narrative obscures the structural causes of women’s inferior attachment to the workforce.

Second, Williams seeks to challenge the way we talk about gender when discussing work and family conflict. Here, Williams moves beyond her earlier work on domesticity to more explicitly examine the role of masculinity in producing a gender system that harms both women and men. According to Williams, “masculine norms underlie the social structures within which both men and women negotiate their daily lives.” As others have explored, Williams argues that masculine norms create workplace pressures that make men reluctant or unable to contribute significantly to family life, and they backfire for women in the form of a double-bind, which punishes women whether they conform with masculine workplace ideals or adopt a more feminine identity at work.

Finally, Williams suggests that we need to shift away from a focus on gender and pay more attention to class dynamics if we are to make any headway in reshaping America’s system of family supports. This shift will require us to understand class in new ways. Williams offers two innovations in this regard. First, she suggests that we need to focus not just on the poor, but also on the “Missing Middle”—Americans who are “one sick child away from being fired.” Second, Williams asks us to see class divisions as a cultural problem as much as an economic one. She sees a gaping cultural rift between white working-class and professional-managerial class Americans that needs to be addressed, and she describes the rift in poignant detail. She argues that in order to recreate the New Deal coalition between workers, African Americans, and professional elites, we need to change the dynamics of everyday politics.

28. Id. at 42–76.

29. See Laura T. Kessler, Keeping Discrimination Theory Front and Center in the Discourse over Work and Family Conflict, 34 PEPP. L. REV. 313, 322–31 (2007). Specifically, workplace culture, insufficient family leave, overt and subtle sex discrimination, the gendered division of labor within the family, modern intensive mothering standards, wage discrimination, welfare policy, and tax policy all provide more plausible explanations for women’s apparent “preference” for lower-status, lower-paying jobs than the opt-out narrative. Id.

30. See WILLIAMS, supra note 2, at 5.


32. See WILLIAMS, supra note 2, at 79–91.

33. Id. at 91–103.

34. Id. at 156, 160–61 (drawing on THEDA SKOCPOL, THE MISSING MIDDLE: WORKING FAMILIES AND THE FUTURE OF AMERICAN SOCIAL POLICY (2000)).

35. Id. at 42.
through cross-class cultural understanding and gestures of mutual respect.

II. READING RESHAPING THE WORK-FAMILY DEBATE AS A VISIONARY FEMINIST TEXT

Reshaping the Work-Family Debate does not present itself as a feminist text. Only one chapter is dedicated to feminism.36 In the introduction, Williams asserts that the book is about “re-framing American politics.”37 Every chapter discusses examples of work and family tensions experienced by men and women. Most chapters also incorporate the perspectives of individuals from different classes and races. Williams repeatedly writes in general terms of “Americans’” need to balance work and family life. The book contains a media content analysis of press coverage of the alleged “opt-out revolution”38 among Ivy League-educated female professionals.39 It discusses sociological,40 psychological,41 political science,42 and economic43 studies, as well as the outcomes of lawsuits44 and union arbitration hearings.45 The book is ambitiously aimed at a broad audience, including academics from many fields, public intellectuals, lawyers, and policymakers.

Yet hidden between the lines of Williams’s book is a powerful, sophisticated feminist critique of the gender system of domesticity or separate-spheres ideology. Here is Williams’s summary, early in the book, of the system she wishes to disrupt:

The ideology that ties together all these assumptions is called “domesticity,” or “separate spheres.” That gender system, inherited from the nineteenth century, divides daily life neatly into the mutually exclusive realms of public life and domestic life. Separate spheres imputes specific, and different, biological and psychological characteristics to men and women. Women are deemed too good for the nasty and brutish world of commerce in which men—so the story goes—thrive. From this story stems a set of interlocking assumptions: that it is natural for women to take sole responsibility for child care, that doing so fulfills women’s deepest nature and so makes them happy, that men are competitive and ambitious and thus

36. Id. at 109–50.
37. Id. at 1.
38. See, e.g., Belkin, supra note 26.
39. See WILLIAMS, supra note 2, at 12–41.
40. Id. at 158–59, 162–86.
41. Id. at 98–100, 137–40.
42. Id. at 160–61.
43. Id. at 136–37.
44. Id. at 29, 127.
45. Id. at 42–76.
naturally suited to employment but not to caregiving, and that homemakers’ economic vulnerability in breadwinner-homemaker households is no big deal.46

This account of the problem presents a less structural perspective than Williams’s earlier descriptions of domesticity in academic journals,47 and it is not explicitly focused on the problems domesticity creates for women. Most notably, it omits her earlier references to the problems of “Western wage labor” and the “systemic impoverishment of women” caused by domesticity.48 Yet anyone working in feminism or related critical disciplines should recognize this account as a particular strand of feminist theory. Williams links domesticity with economic inequality. By locating the primary site of subordination in the intersection of the market and the family, Williams seeks to inject into mainstream conversations on work and family a powerful insight of Marxist and socialist feminisms of an earlier era: that domesticity is a capitalist tool benefiting employers at the expense of women (and men).

Throughout her career, Williams has described this methodology as a form of philosophical pragmatism. Here, I am less interested in textbook definitions of pragmatism49 so much as Williams’s understanding of its purpose in her own work. In her voluminous writings deconstructing traditional notions of property and gender, Williams describes pragmatism as a methodology that aims to reassure that “[w]e can function without absolutes”;50 that “taps Americans’ love of straight talk and use-
ful thought”,\(^{51}\) and that allows its proponent to “recognize that others may . . . not share my views,”\(^ {52}\) yet “avoid[s] letting that undermine our ability to work together.”\(^ {53}\) Pragmatism, as she sees it, “is committed to . . . nonfoundationalism.”\(^ {54}\) These quotes suggest that Williams sees pragmatism as a politics of compromise. Reshaping the Work-Family Debate continues this pragmatic tradition in its call for a realignment of electoral politics by bringing right-leaning white working-class men back into the Democratic Party. Toward that end, Williams exposes the ways that masculine workplace norms harm men as well as women, and she lays out a political strategy for understanding and diffusing class disagreements over issues such as abortion, affirmative action, and same-sex marriage.\(^ {55}\) These interventions are undertaken with an eye toward rebuilding Democratic politics and thereby creating a favorable political environment for enabling family-friendly public policy.

The pragmatic emphasis in Williams’s book is also found in the articulation of a set of specific, well-thought-out public policy proposals aimed at reducing work and family tensions for all Americans. Williams’s proposals include high-quality, affordable child care;\(^ {56}\) reduced and flexible work hours;\(^ {57}\) elimination of tax penalties on the income of secondary wage earners in dual-income married families;\(^ {58}\) expansion of the types of workplace leaves currently available to cover short-term family emergencies;\(^ {59}\) and family-responsive overtime systems.\(^ {60}\) Williams’s pragmatism is also apparent in her deployment of all the social sciences as advocates for transformation of work and family arrangements\(^ {61}\) and for the enhancement of power of women and other less privileged people in our society. Finally, Williams is a pragmatist in her avoidance of theoretical jargon inaccessible to all but a specialized aca-

\(51\). See Williams, supra note 2, at 193–205.

\(52\). Joan Williams, From Difference to Dominance to Domesticity: Care as Work, Gender as Tradition, 76 CHI.-KENT L. REV. 1441, 1453 (2001).

\(53\). Id.

\(54\). Id. at 1493.

\(55\). Id. at 193–205.

\(56\). Id. at 38–39, 75.

\(57\). Id. at 38–39, 75.

\(58\). Id. at 40.

\(59\). Id. at 73. For example, Williams proposes that employers offer sick leave that workers can use to care for a worker’s children or parents, personal days available for use for emergencies with minimal notice, vacation or personal leave available in two-hour increments, phone breaks so workers can check on sick family members or kids alone after school, reduced work hours for a period after childbirth, unpaid leave beyond the twelve weeks presently provided by the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA), and an expansion of the definition of family in the FMLA to include grandparents and other nontraditional families. Id.

\(60\). Id. at 73–74.

\(61\). See notes 40–43 and accompanying text.
democratic elite. According to John Dewey, one of the founders of philosophical pragmatism, using jargon is a “disaster” because it makes “the things of the environment unknown and incommunicable by human beings in terms of their own activities and sufferings.”

And yet what strikes me about Reshaping the Work-Family Debate is the equally strong presence of a structural feminist critique of the causes of work and family conflict, however translated for mainstream sensibilities. According to Williams, the toxic combination of separate-spheres ideology and class dynamics explains the glass ceiling and maternal wall for women in professional jobs, the pressure on professional men to work long hours, professional men’s reluctance to utilize family leave, working-class men’s hesitation to tell managers the real reasons for their absences from work even in the face of discipline (babysitting breakdowns), the rise of intensive parenting (especially mothering) standards in middle-class families, the reasons working-class families prefer using neighbors and relatives for childcare, disagreements over hot-button cultural issues such as welfare, abortion, and same-sex marriage, and even the foods that we eat and unspoken social rules we follow at dinner parties. In sum, although on the surface this book suggests a pragmatic approach to work and family issues, through its tight conception of the division of labor by sex as the system that creates gender, the book stays in close theoretical contact with feminism, particularly Marxist-socialist inspired feminisms.

63. WILLIAMS, supra note 2, at 91–107.
64. Id. at 83–87.
65. Id. at 88.
66. Id. at 56–61.
68. WILLIAMS, supra note 2, at 207–08.
69. Id. at 195–205.
70. Id. at 171–74.
71. Marxist-socialist feminism developed as a response to radical feminism in the 1960s. Radical feminists had concluded that Marxism had failed as a theory of oppression because it did not account for the origins or dynamics of sex oppression. See, e.g., SHULAMITH FIRESTONE, THE DIALECTIC OF SEX: THE CASE FOR FEMINIST REVOLUTION 12–13 (Morrow Quill 1993) (1970); KATE MILLET, SEXUAL POLITICS 23–58 (1970). They provided systemic accounts of previously underexamined horrors such as heterosexism, rape, prostitution, and sexual violence more generally. See, e.g., MILLET, supra, at 3–22, 71, 44, 157–58; Charlotte Bunch, Lesbians in Revolt, in LESBIANISM AND THE WOMEN’S MOVEMENT 29–37 (Nancy Myron & Charlotte Bunch eds., 1975). Primarily through the work of Catharine MacKinnon, these ideas eventually filtered their way into
Many feminists, however, did not wish to separate from Marxism completely. They felt that reforming capitalist institutions was equally as important as eliminating sex-based oppression. And so a strand often referred to as Marxist-socialist feminism developed as an effort to synthesize feminism and Marxism into a viable theory of women’s oppression.


Other Marxist-socialist-inspired feminisms present more complex understandings of the relationship between sexual and economic inequality. For example, some theorists see economic and gender relations as interdependent. Heidi Hartmann, in an important socialist-feminist essay written in 1981, explained this perspective:

The strict division of labor by sex, a social invention common to all known societies, creates two very separate genders and a need for men and women to get together for economic reasons. . . . Although it is theoretically possible that a sexual division of labor not imply inequality between the sexes, in most known societies, the socially accepted division of labor by sex is one which accords lower status to women’s work. The sexual division of labor is also the underpinning of sexual subcultures in which men and women experience life differently; it is the material base of male power which is exercised (in our society) not just in not doing housework and in securing superior employment, but psychologically as well.

Hartmann, supra, at 16; see also FIRESTONE, supra, at 234–35.

According to this perspective, economic exploitation and sex-based oppression are a partnership. Wage discrimination, overt and subtle limits on women’s workplace advancement, and the organization of paid work around the life patterns of employees without caregiving responsibilities maintain the material base of our economic system. These institutional workplace arrangements, in turn, incentivize women to specialize in family work, thus reproducing the gendered division of labor in the family. The feedback loop between the institutional arrangements of the family and the workplace thus reproduce the sexual division of labor, and gender itself.

A third example of this general type of theoretical approach is sometimes referred to as feminist historical materialism. See Young, supra, at 184. According to Iris Young, this approach takes gender differentiation as its basic starting point, but it does not assume a unitary theory of how gender is produced. It “must be suspicious of any claims to universality regarding any aspect of women’s situation.” Id. at 186. Feminist historical materialism, according to Iris Young, “would examine all laboring activity, and the relations arising from laboring activity, broadly defined, as a crucial de-
For me, the tension between the feminist and pragmatic themes in Williams’s book brings to mind Dutch artist M.C. Escher’s renowned woodcut, *Sky and Water I*, depicting a school of fish and flock of birds.\(^2\) The fish and birds fit into each other like a jigsaw puzzle. The fish are white, the birds are black, and each alternately comes into focus depending on whether the eye concentrates on light or dark elements. Like *Sky and Water I*, whether one sees in Williams’s ambitious new book a pragmatic roadmap for legal and political change requiring employers and families to recognize and value domestic work, or a revival of Marxist-socialist feminism, depends on where the eye concentrates and, perhaps more importantly, on whose eyes are looking.

As a legal scholar who has been reading, writing about, and engaging with feminist theory for twenty years, my eyes naturally focus on Williams’s structural account of the causes of women’s and men’s economic inequality, rather than the bells and whistles adorning it (that is, the social science studies, narratives, media analyses, economic statistics, policy proposals, and graphs and charts). Indeed, notwithstanding Williams’s apparent attempt to distance her work from more unitary, theoretical work, I am not completely convinced that *Reshaping the Work-Family Debate* is a fully pragmatic project. Its efforts to eliminate the conceptual foundations of domesticity everywhere it appears, root and branch—in the workplace, in the family, in government policy, in culture and in law, in the very way we talk about the problem—suggests a visionary feminist account of the intersection of economic and gender inequality.

Williams, in her previous work, experimented with a concept she called “domesticity in drag.” Borrowing from Judith Butler’s concept of gender as a drag performance, Williams argued for the strategic uses of “domesticity in drag” to support progressive agendas. According to Williams, domesticity in drag means we should “work within domesticity.” For Williams, that means respecting that most Americans accept the norm of parental care of children while subverting the gendered system of providing for such care in the family. It also means using domesticity’s norm of parental care to challenge the ideal worker norm of market work. Domesticity in drag, for Williams, was a form of pragmatism, a recognition that we can “democratiz[e] domesticity” without rejecting its fundamental tenet of parental care. Although this strategy would not undermine America’s commitment to privatizing dependency within the sexual family, or challenge the pressure on women to repro-

73. See, e.g., WILLIAMS, supra note 2, at 212 (“Discarding Marxian analyses from 30,000 feet, we need to come down to learn enough about working-class life to end decades of casual insults.”); id. at 113 (rejecting a unified theory of gender).
74. See, e.g., WILLIAMS, supra note 22, at 198, 260.
75. See JUDITH BUTLER, GENDER TROUBLE 136–38 (1990). Specifically, drag, dressing like a person of the “opposite sex,” was a metaphor employed by Judith Butler to describe gender as a performance, a set of manipulated codes and costumes, rather than as a core aspect of essential identity. According to Butler, all gender is a form of drag; there is no real core gender.
77. Id. at 1014.
78. See WILLIAMS, supra note 22, at 260.
79. Id.
80. See Williams, supra note 52, at 1490.
duce, it would go quite a way towards leveling the playing field between affluent and working-class parents by requiring that work be restructured around the needs of caregivers.

In a similar vein, I see *Reshaping the Work-Family Debate* as a strategic deployment of drag. The book is not only domesticity in drag, however. It is feminism in drag. By feminism in drag, I do not simply mean the strategy of wrapping an unmistakable version of Marxist-socialist feminism in pragmatist clothing designed to appeal to a broad nonfeminist audience. Rather, I am referring to the way that Williams’s book unifies feminism and pragmatism into a theoretical and strategic whole that is greater than the sum of its parts, while, at the same time, each approach creates a point of departure for the elucidation and assessment of the other. The Marxist-socialist inspired feminism in Williams’s book derives from its identification of the division of labor by sex in the home and workplace as the primary “gender factory” in our society. The pragmatism is reflected in her refusal to retreat to an ivory tower away from active engagement in the practical problems of women and men struggling to understand why they are so tired and equal sharing is so hard to achieve. Some commentators have professed skepticism of Williams’s strategy for its potential to obscure the strong visionary foundation of her argument. However, as in *Escher’s Sky and Water I*, something more complex and exciting is going on in Williams’s book than that critique generally allows.

Let us think of the Marxist-socialist feminist themes in Williams’s book as the birds, and her pragmatic policy program of figuring out how to talk to working-class Americans and men about work and family issues as the fish. This juxtaposition of birds and fish, feminism and prag-

---


83. See Williams, *supra* note 52, at 1489–90.

84. My use of Butler’s drag metaphor is slightly different than Williams’s. As I understand Williams’s argument, she is using drag as part of a “multi-systems” analysis, in which capitalism and patriarchy are not completely interdependent systems. While they are parasitic on each other, they sometimes come into conflict and can be deployed to undermine one another. Thus, by recognizing, supporting, and valuing a key building block of patriarchy (the norm of parental care), we can disrupt a key building block of capitalism (the norm of the ideal worker). I have also employed a multi-systems perspective in much of my own work. See, e.g., Laura T. Kessler, *Transgressive Caregiving*, 33 FLA. ST. U. L. REV. 1, 4–5 (2005). Here, however, I am more interested in how drag potentially disrupts both the categories it purports to hide and perform.

85. See Sarah Fenstermaker Berk, *The Gender Factory: The Apportionment of Work in American Households* (1985). Berk located the main source of gender oppression in the domestic sphere. *Id.* at 2–3, 201–08. Williams, in contrast, follows the tradition of theorists like Heidi Hartmann and Iris Young, discussed *supra* note 71, who see both economic production and biological reproduction as determinates of the sex/gender system.
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matism, is not simply an assimilation of feminism back into the terms of majoritarian (that is, nonfeminist) discourse or politics. Rather, as in *Sky and Water I*, the birds and the fish are equally situated. Moreover, the birds and the fish constitute one another. In Escher’s words:

> We associate flying with sky, and so for each of the black birds the sky in which it is flying is formed by the four white fish which encircle it. Similarly swimming makes us think of water, and therefore the four black birds that surround a fish become the water in which it swims.  

We see a similar synergy in Williams’s book. Marxist-socialist inspired feminism is the water in which Williams’s pragmatism swims. Pragmatism is the air in which her feminist vision flies.

To be sure, the marriage of visionary Marxist-socialist inspired feminism with philosophical pragmatism is bound to result in some complexities and compromises. For example, by trying to appeal to a broad audience, Williams leaves in place some key building blocks of domesticity that many Americans may not be willing to abandon. Among others, those building blocks include commodification anxiety or the idea that family care work is and should be a distinctly nonmarket activity; repronormativity or the idea that it is inevitable that people will reproduce in their lifetimes, and the privatization of dependency or the idea that the economic, physical, and emotional dependency of human beings is best taken care of by the private (ideally heterosexual) family, rather than by the state. However, despite these compromises, I think it is fair to say that, like the birds and the fish in *Sky and Water I*, Williams’s vi-

---

87. See ESCHER, supra note 72, at 5.
88. See WILLIAMS, supra note 2, at 207–09 (discussing how many workers prefer either tag teaming or “family child care,” which may argue for more flexible work hours and more generous family leave policies, rather than subsidized child care centers). For a set of alternative views on commodification, see RETHINKING COMMODIFICATION: CASES AND READINGS IN LAW AND CULTURE 271–347 (Martha M. Ertman & Joan C. Williams eds., 2005) (containing essays by Deborah Stone, Joan Williams, Katharine Silbaugh, Martha Ertman, Teemu Ruskola, and Linda Hirshman & Jane Larson).
89. See WILLIAMS, supra note 2 passim (focusing in significant part on work and family conflicts caused by child care). For a critique of repronormativity, see Franke, supra note 82, at 183–98.
90. See WILLIAMS, supra note 2 passim (focusing primarily, although not exclusively, on the structural arrangements of the family and workplace, rather than on the minimal social welfare state in America). For a critique of the privatization of dependency within the family, see MARTHA ALBERTSON FINEMAN, THE AUTONOMY MYTH 263–91 (2005) and FINEMAN, supra note 81, at 164–66. See also Gowri Ramachandran, Confronting Difference and Finding Common Ground, 34 SEATTLE U. L. REV. 725 (2011). For a critique of the Right’s use of marriage politics to promote inequalities that go beyond sexuality and a vision of how progressives might reframe gay rights as a broader movement for family diversity and advocacy for material support of caretaking, see Lisa Duggan & Richard Kim, Beyond Gay Marriage, THE NATION, July 18, 2005, at 24.
sionary feminism and philosophical pragmatism are moving in the same direction.

A strong case exists for Williams’s brand of visionary realism at this particular moment in history. Consider these realities: Today, even in the wake of the largest world financial crisis since the Great Depression, Marxism and socialism are used as epithets to attack President Obama’s modest efforts to stem the recent economic crisis.  

For example, purporting to report “evidence of socialism” in President Obama’s policies, conservative radio and television host Glenn Beck has cited Obama for “taking over” the auto industry, the banking industry, and AIG, as well as the “supposed total government control of our health care industry” and “control of the entire student loan industry” established through recent legislation. Beck noted with alarm that Obama spent “his childhood teenage years with radicals, Marxists, and communists, and attended a Marxist church for twenty years with a Marxist pastor.”

Along the same lines, in January 2009, college student Firas Alkhateeb digitally designed a poster depicting President Obama as the comic super villain Joker. Allegedly without political motivation, he uploaded it to a photo-sharing website, from where it was downloaded by an unknown individual who added the caption “socialism.” That image was subsequently adopted by some critics of the Obama administration and described as the “most infamous anti-Obama image.” In response, Obama and others on the democratic left have had to spend a significant amount of time defending the administration’s commitments to capitalism.

The Obama Joker poster, which Tea Partiers have displayed routinely at their rallies since 2009, suggests three realities that Joan Williams recognizes in Reshaping the Work-Family Debate. First, progres-

93. Id.
95. Id.
96. See Oliver Good, The Joker’s on Who?, THE NATIONAL, http://www.thenational.ae/lifestyle/the-jokes-on-who?pageCount=0. Specifically, the poster presents a racist attack on the country’s first African American President in complex and insidious ways. It calls attention to the color of Obama’s skin, alludes to the tradition of blackface in the nineteenth century that propagated American racist stereotypes, and appears to associate Obama with urban violence through its replication of the version of the Joker in Dark Knight, the latest Batman film in a long franchise that dramatizes fear of the urban world.
sives need a strong visionary alternative to free-market and religious fundamentalist ideologies. Through her resuscitation of Marxist-socialist inspired feminism, Williams’s book provides such a clear vision. Second, although long-dormant Marxist- and socialist-inspired theories (feminist and otherwise) provide promising alternatives to the ideologies on the Right, progressives need to develop a new language to communicate this theory if any headway is to be made. Williams’s marriage of philosophical pragmatism with visionary feminism represents a very promising start to building such a new language.98 Finally, a key strategic task in this era is coalition building. As Williams persuasively argues in her book, without a far broader constituency for policy change, we are likely to make little progress developing family-friendly policies or other progressive reforms. This coalition building process will involve experimentation and, inevitably, some compromises along the way. Engaging working-class communities, which Williams advocates, is one such potentially fruitful experiment.99

III. TAKING WILLIAMS’S VISIONARY REALISM EVEN FURTHER

As I suggested in the beginning of this Essay, the shared pain of the market collapse by professional and working-class Americans and the expansion of perspectives within legal feminism create a potentially fertile environment for the ideas and policy proposals in *Reshaping the Work-Family Debate*, especially Williams’s idea that understanding class and masculinity are key pieces of the puzzle of work and family conflict. In this last Part, I offer some suggestions that might take Williams’s powerful analysis even further. In particular, I focus on Williams’s view that “cultural differences are an expression of class differences and a key language of class conflict.”100

98. For a similar observation that the Left might benefit from adopting the Right’s successful strategy of marrying unconfined theory with practical politics, see McCluskey, supra note 8, at 1212–26.

99. The Obama poster also suggests another reality, which is that racial formation is an aspect of class formation, although they are not necessarily one and the same. See Toward a Marxist Theory of Racism: Two Essays by Harry Chang, 17 REV. RADICAL POL. ECON. 34, 45 (1985) (Paul Liem & Eric Montague eds.). This Essay does not discuss the contribution of racism to many of the problems identified in Williams’s book—including domesticity and the defection of the white working-class voters from the Democratic Party since the 1970s—and the complexities of that causal reality for Williams’s theories and strategies, although other commentators have touched on these issues. See generally, Robert S. Chang, Joan Williams, Coalitions, and Getting Beyond the Wages of Whiteness and the Wages of Maleness, 34 SEATTLE U. L. REV. 825 (2011); Richard Delgado, Race, Sex, and the Division of Labor: A Comment on Joan Williams’s Reshaping the Work-Family Debate, 34 SEATTLE U. L. REV. 835 (2011); Jean Stefancic, Talk the Talk, but Walk the Walk: A Comment on Joan Williams’s Reshaping the Work-Family Debate, 34 SEATTLE U. L. REV. 815 (2011).
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Williams makes two important points about class in the final part of her book. First, she argues that there are significant cultural differences between classes, what she calls the “class culture gap.” These differences are reflected in a wide-range of divergent attitudes, practices, and habits related to food, sports, vacations, child rearing, education, religion, and family life.101 Think arugula versus iceberg lettuce, Starbucks versus Dunkin’ Donuts, the four-year liberal arts colleges that many privileged children enjoy versus the local community college for working-class children.

Second, and relatedly, Williams argues that political disagreements on apparently cultural issues are often heavily driven by this class culture gap. For example, she argues that the abortion debate is largely a fight between pro-choice upper-middle-class business and professional women and pro-life working-class homemakers.102 She suggests that different attitudes about responsibility and self-discipline may explain this divide: Professional elites value freedom, experimentation, and autonomy. In contrast, working-class Americans have learned to value strict self-regulation and “settled-living” from their experiences in non-elite jobs, which require dependability and consistency, and from their interactions with law enforcement and other state officials.103 Along the same lines, she discusses how working-class Americans are generally more religious than professional elites, which adds a distinct class dynamic to disagreements about same-sex marriage.104 Williams provides other examples of cultural disagreements that may actually represent conflicts between certain core values of working-class and professional Americans—for example, disagreements over the military, welfare, and affirmative action. I will not discuss these topics in detail, except to say that her larger argument is that cultural voting accounts for most of the working class’s shift to the right.105 To remedy these defections and to bring working-class Americans back into the Democratic Party—a necessary condition for progressive policy reform, including policy reform on the work-family front—she calls for more cross-cultural understanding. For Williams, this means both sides need to “consider what the problem looks like from the others’ point of view”106 and demonstrate more “symbolic expressions of mutual respect.”107 In her call for more respectful dialogue, there is a poststructuralist cast to Williams’s approach. For poststructuralists, iden-
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tity (class, race, sex, etc.) is a discursive construct rather than a fact. In this view, class is an effect of discourse, not a cause of it. And this is the point where Williams’s analysis begins to stir a bit of skepticism in me. Let me illustrate this discomfort through a brief discussion of my personal experience.

I am a “class migrant” in Williams’s terminology. A class migrant is someone who has achieved social status beyond her family of origin. As a class migrant, I recognized with comprehension and amusement my experiences with my own family in virtually every part of Williams’s description of the class culture gap. My mother grew up in a public housing project in New York City. Her father (my maternal grandfather) was a janitor and night-watchman, when he was not drinking and living away from the family. My father’s family was slightly better off; his father (my paternal grandfather) was a bus driver. My parents attended college, but only after they were married, and they earned their degrees at night while working full time, my father eventually obtaining a graduate degree and achieving a solid “settled-living” status for our family by the time I was school-aged. My parents’ ability to achieve a solid middle-class status was significantly facilitated by robust public supports such as free higher education, a government-insured FHA mortgage, my father’s protected civil service employment, and racial segregation, although my parents largely credit their success to their

108 See, e.g., id. at 168.
109 Id.
111 The Federal Housing Administration (FHA) home mortgage insurance program was created by the National Housing Act of 1934 in response to the housing crisis created by the Great Depression. See LOUIS HYMAN, DEBTOR NATION: THE HISTORY OF AMERICA IN RED INK 53 (2011). By definition, FHA-insured mortgages are long-term, low-interest, amortized, allow buyers to finance up to 80% of the home purchase price, and are backed by the federal government, thereby removing the lending risk for banks. Id. at 53–58. The FHA loan program greatly increased the number of Americans who could afford to buy homes. Id. at 57; see also ALEX F. SCHWARTZ, HOUSING POLICY IN THE UNITED STATES 19, 51–88 (2d ed. 2010).
112 See HYMAN, supra note 111, at 65–67 (discussing the racism, antiurbanism, and pro-development assumptions in the FHA underwriting guidelines, which fostered racial segregation in housing in the United States); DOUGLAS S. MASSEY & NANCY A. DENTON, AMERICAN APARTHEID: SEGREGATION AND THE MAKING OF THE UNDERCLASS 51 (1993) (discussing the “redlining” practice of the Home Owners’ Loan Corporation); TRAUB, supra note 110, at 10, 44–68 (discussing the history of racial exclusion at City College and the activism that lead to its integration); Chang, supra note 99, at 830 (“Investments in Whiteness helped to produce, legally and extra-legally, the creation
own hard work. My only sister is a manicurist, and my brother-in-law, her husband, has worked for Home Depot, Trader Joe’s, and several construction-related small businesses. During their marriage, he has paid nearly all of his earnings toward child support for his son from a previous marriage.113

My experiences with my family reflect a near perfect account of the class culture gap described in Williams’s book. My family does not understand why I live so far away, why I prefer vacationing in foreign countries rather than going on cruises or visiting the Atlantic shore, why I buy organic food or would waste my money dining in restaurants where everything on the menu is offered *a la carte*. Nor do they fully understand what it is exactly that I do for a living; it has taken years of sharing my scholarship with my mother for her to understand that I am more than a teacher and that I do not, like secondary school teachers, get my summers “off.” In sum, I found Williams’s account of the way that class is manifested as cultural difference to ring *completely* true.

And yet, I cannot help thinking that the most salient characteristics that separate me from my manicurist sister are not that she would prefer to eat in predictable chain restaurants or that she disapproves of my permissive parenting style or that she shops at Walmart and I at Costco. Rather, our greatest class differences are found in the fact that she earns approximately fifteen percent of my income in a good year, has no pension, has not consistently had access to employer-subsidized health insurance during her adult life, and has no college degree. In Williams’s terminology, she is “one sick child away from being fired,”114 and I am part of the professional elite. I am not so much arguing that the class culture gap is not real or that bridging it will not be helpful for political mobilization as trying to point out that focusing on culture and discourse in our analyses of class, without also including materialist understandings of class, may not go far enough toward dismantling the system of domesticity that Williams so ably describes.

Therefore, my parting thought on Williams’s compelling theoretical and practical contributions to the topic is that this project may be further strengthened by attending to some of the macroeconomic issues contributing to work and family conflict. Prime among these issues is the erosion of the family wage in America. The reason Americans are working
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so hard, why people are working two and three jobs; why parents are “tag-teaming”; and why single-earner families make up only 23% of married-couple families can be traced in part to stagnation and the decline in men’s real wages since the 1970s when adjusted for inflation. Americans have made up this decline through the rising percentage of households with two or more income earners, as well as through increased work hours. For a period of time, many Americans also made up for the gap in their wages by taking second mortgages against their homes, whose values were inflated due to a bubble in the housing market. With the financial crisis of 2008, not only has that option disappeared but it has also left millions of Americans in dire financial straits and personal turmoil.

As Williams touches on in her book, America is the most unequal of the world’s developed countries. This inequality has risen over the
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past three decades to its highest levels in our history. The share of disposable income accruing to the top 1% of United States households ranged from a peak of 22.5% in 1929 to a low of 9% in the late 1970s. During that period, the middle three quintiles (probably roughly corresponding with Williams’s “Missing Middle”) substantially expanded their share of disposable income. After 1980, however, the share of income accrued by the top 1% of U.S. households took off like a rocket. By 2006, the richest 1% of American households accrued 22.5% of all disposable income earned in the United States, the same as in 1929. In sum, there has been an enormous pyramiding of income and wealth in United States in the last thirty years. This pyramiding of income and wealth is a key structural component causing the work and family conflicts felt by so many Americans. To flip a colloquialism, “money is time.”

A discussion of the economic and legal developments that are contributing to the current financial crisis and rising income inequality is beyond the scope of this Essay. Others have explored or are exploring the causes, all facilitated through law, including excessive deregulation of financial markets, perverse incentives through CEO compensation, conflicts of interest in the financial regulation system, globalization, and the decline in the percentage of unionized workers in the United States. Williams’s efforts to reframe the conversation on work


126. Id.; see also Dan Ariely, The Upside of Irrationality: The Unexpected Benefits of Defying Logic at Work and at Home 17–52 (2010). Ariely is a behavioral economist. In Chapter 2 of his book, “Paying More for Less: Why Big Bonuses Don’t Always Work,” he reports the results of his experiment showing that, relative to those in low- to medium-bonus conditions, those who stand the most to earn demonstrate the lowest level of performance. Id. at 31. Based on these findings, he notes that “executive bonuses are paid with shareholders’ money, and the effectiveness of those expensive payment schemes is not all that clear.” Id. at 41.
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and family issues through inter-class dialogue and understanding would be furthered through direct confrontation with these structural economic components of neoliberalism.

IV. CONCLUSION

Since the rise of conservatism in America, there has been much discussion on the Left about progressives’ alleged failure to offer robust alternatives to free-market and religious fundamentalist ideologies, as well as calls for “courage to open the door of political and legal thought as if the wolves were not there.” The result has been some uncomfortable conversations among progressives and tensions in critical left intellectual movements. For example, Janet Halley has written against the idea that feminism is an indispensable element of any adequate theory of sexuality and gender. She suggests that those interested in developing new insights about power and sexuality might benefit from “take[ing] a break from feminism.” Although Williams questions this substantive move because she sees feminism as indispensable to her project of eliminating domesticity, in significant ways the methodology and politics of her new book are consistent with Halley’s perspective. Specifically, by foregrounding masculinity and the needs of the “Missing Middle” in her analysis and backgrounding (although certainly not ignoring) racism, poverty, and sexism, she demonstrates a thoughtful willingness to step away from some of the foundational approaches of progressive politics. At the same time, Reshaping the Work-Family Debate vigorously deconstructs some of the foundations of conservative politics, including the sex/gender wage system and an impoverished idea of justice that Americans deserve little more than “a chance to go as far as their God-given abilities will take [them].” William’s book eloquently suggests an al-
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ternative vision: “from each according to his abilities, to each according to his needs.”

The convergences of recent historical events and various strands of critical theory create an opportunity for progressives to take back some of the ground lost since the 1970s. However, even the pain of a national crisis like the market collapse cannot quickly reverse decades of structural gains by the Right. Williams’s visionary realism, so beautifully articulated in Reshaping the Work-Family Debate, represents an example of the hard and rigorous work necessary for that effort.
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